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1. Background of research
Cross coupling reaction, the 2010 Nobel Prize-winning synthetic organic transformation, is an

indispensable tool for development and production of functional molecules, such as pharmaceuticals,
agrochemicals, liquid crystals, and organic electronic materials. Although palladium is a prevalent catalyst in
the cross coupling technology as well as controlled organic synthesis, numerous and world-wide researches
have been conducted to realize an alternative catalyst because of toxicity, cost, and limited supply of the
rare metal catalyst.

2. Research objectives
This research program aims at developing new catalysts based on iron, which is an ideal metal for chemical

synthesis due to its economical and ecological advantages, to substitute the rare metal catalyst, and
furthermore, to realize superior catalyst for the next generation of synthetic chemistry.

3. Research characteristics (incl. originality and creativity)
While Iron is the most abundant and accessible metal for us, usage of the iron catalyst has been severely

limited because of the difficulty in controlling its chemical property. We recently designed and synthesized a
novel organophosphorous compounds which can tune the electronic state of iron by coordination and found
that the complexation can attain desired reactivities toward various synthetic molecular transformations. We
will expand the scope of the iron catalyses based on our own observations and findings.

4. Anticipated effects and future applications of research
Iron is biologically and environmentally benign and easy to remove from the chemical products. These

belongings make the iron catalyst ideal for the development and production of medicinal/agrochemicals and
their intermediates, organic electroluminescent materials, sensitizing dyes for solar cell, functional polymers.
We hope the new iron catalysts developed by the present study will contribute to the chemical industry of
next generation which fully utilizes chemical resources.
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